
PRR Club Committee Meeting 05/02/2024, 18:30-20:00 

Microsoft Teams 

In Attendance: Clive Bowman, Dean Abberley, Alan Rigby, Mark Crawford, Ronnie Glen, Stewart Reid, Richard 

Ward, Mike Dales  

Apologies: Duncan Ryan, Elliot Collins (attending welfare training) 

Agenda: 

1. U18s 

2. Presentation Evening 

3. Treasurer Update 

4. Tuesday Evening Runs 

5. Coaching 

6. 2024 Race Series 

7. Road Relays 

8. OSCR Report 

9. Vest Orders & Training Kit 

10. AOB 

U18s:  

a. U18s movement is going well. 1st April to go live. ACTION: Clive to look at Entrycentral just to make 

sure everything is in place for the different pricing structure.  

Presentation Evening (Ronnie/Mark):  

a. Ronnie has menu, ready to be sent out for club members. ACTION: Ronnie will edit instructions and 

get that put onto FB by Friday evening.  

b. ACTION: Paige to send out via email.  

c. ACTION: Mark to update on website.  

d. Trophies are all engraved.  

Treasurer Update: Dean now has access to account and will soon be able to make payments.  

Tuesdays (Clive):  

a. Tuesday runs now all on spond, with varying runs.  

b. Different pace groups also now on spond. People seem to be using it which is encouraging to see.  

c. Clive will ask around to see if local people would be keen to design and lead routes for Tuesday on 

Tour.  

Coaching (Richard):  

a. Tessa and Stuart booked onto course in March.  

b. Lucy waiting to hear back on funding from LiveActive before signing up to course. 

Race Series:  

a. Alan has firmed up race reserves and committee happy with the alternatives. 

b. Discussion surrounding the October and November calendar as quite congested but will only be an 

issue if we need to use the reserves. 

Road Relays 

a. Need someone to take responsibility for organising teams for Alan Scally and Livingstone Relays. – 

Could we get Fabienne on board?  



OSCR Report 

a. Mark is going to make a start with pulling together information for this.  

b. Dean and David need to liaise together to make sure the accounts report is available.  

Vest Orders & Training Kit (Stewart):  

a. Shop window can be opened, but this is dependent on club members ordering the minimum amount 

to avoid large expenditure for the club.  

b. Could save costs by ordering Unisex vest as opposed to women’s vest; not what committee wants to 

do. 

c. Going to other suppliers to get away from this minimum order issue would be an option but the 

design is unique we are unlikely to be able to replicate it.  

d. Small demand for club shirts, but not enough to cover minimum order. 

e. Suggestion made that we ask what people are needing to order, need to check and see if we can do 

minimum order per item as opposed to the full wardrobe to reduce cost.  

f. Discussions came to decision to open the shop and the club take a hit if unable to reach minimum 

order.  

g. Need to also consider the opening to the U18s, likely to have a few of the smaller sizes required.  

h. Training Kit - Migo Sports: Dundee Road Runners currently use this supplier. Options include long 

sleeve high viz with logo, quarter zip technical top, hoodie with logo. ACTION: Stewart to ask them to 

provide one of each for us to have a look at them and see if they will work for what the club needs. 

i. Training Kit - VX3: Polo shirt, quarter zip, hoodie, smock top, not quite fulfilling club needs.  

j. The one item we are struggling to find is a base layer long sleeved top. Also need to consider training 

runs and advertising the club, in the winter especially.    

AOB: 

a. ACTION: Paige to send out club wide update email this coming weekend.   


